ALLTAC SIRIUS

LARGE FORMAT
TGSi METAL PLATES
TPA-SIR

ALLTAC are manufacturers and distributors of quality Australian products
info@alltac.com.au 1300 ALL TAC
www.alltac.com.au 1300 255 822

ALLTAC Sirius is a protected patented product recognised by IP Australia
INDICATOR DETAILS

RANGE: SIRIUS
PROFILE: ALLSTAR
MATERIALS: ALUMINIUM 5005 / MARINE GRADE
           GALVANISED STEEL / CORE 10
           BRASS
COLOURS: (REF PAGE 3)
SIZES: 300mm X 300mm TO 2700mm
       (REF PAGE 4)
SLIP TESTING: AS/NZS 4586:2013 APPENDIX A
              BPN SLIP RESISTANCE VALUE
              (SRV): 54, P5
COMPLIANCE: AS/NZS 1428.4.1
FEATURES: 20 YEAR GUARANTEE
           AUSTRALIAN MADE
           CUSTOM SIZING
           EXTENSIVE COLOUR RANGE
           PATENTED STAR DESIGN
           ONE PIECE (ZERO DISLODGEMENT)
           LOW COST
           HARD WEARING
           SELF CLEANING
           RETRO-FIT (REF PAGE 5)
           SECURE FIXING METHOD
           RECYCLABLE
           HIGHEST POSSIBLE SLIP RATING
           VICTROADS DDA APPROVED
           FAST INSTALLATION
           LOW PROFILE BASE
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ALLTAC Sirius is a protected patented product recognised by IP Australia
FINISH

STANDARD - 25 YEAR WARRANTY*

AS/NZS 1428.4
DRY LUMINOUS REFLECTANCE VALUES (LRV)

NATURAL (LRV 72)  NATURAL (LRV 49)  MIDNIGHT (LRV 5)  SUN (LRV 53)

HEAVY DUTY STEEL

Core Ten  LRV 5-7
Galvanised  LRV 8
Brass  LRV 40
Stainless Steel  LRV 44

ANODISING COLOURS

Star Dust  LRV 41
Rigel Gold  LRV 49
Platinum  LRV 70
Bright Light  LRV 70
Earth  LRV 9
Apollo  LRV 36
Vega  LRV 67
Moonbeam  LRV 47
Stone  LRV 27
Capella  LRV 13
Gem  LRV 40
Alpha Gold  LRV 56
Summer  LRV 61
Milky Way  LRV 40
Solar Flair  LRV 28
Breeze  LRV 38
Autumn Grey  LRV 53
Winter  LRV 32
Onyx  LRV 4
Saturn  LRV 5

POWDER COATING

Contact ALLTAC to discuss colour options.

*External applications are restricted to anything not considered to be a coastal environment. Contact ALLTAC for pre-approval or special coastal anodise options.
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MEASUREMENTS

TPA-SIR-33
300mm x 300mm

TPA-SIR-36
300mm x 600mm

TPA-SIR-39
300mm x 900mm

TPA-SIR-90
600mm x 900mm

TPA-SIR-12
600mm x 1200mm

TPA-SIR-15
600mm x 1500mm

TPA-SIR-18
600mm x 1800mm

Custom Sizing Available On Request to 1500mm x 2700mm
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PATENTED REPAIR SYSTEM

STEP 1
EXISTING TACTILES - WORN, MISSING, DIRTY, WRONG COLOUR, FADED, DAMAGED.

STEP 2
INSTALL BASE PLATE
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM

STEP 3
ALLTAC SIRIUS (HOLLOW DOME) COVER WITH CUSTOM SIZE PLATE.

For the purpose of examples these tactiles have been drawn to non-compliant size
1. Clean
2. Locate REF.AS/NZS 1428.4.1.2009

3. Adhesive on back as shown (optional)
   Recommended: Soudal T-rex Fast Grab

4. Place Sirius plate in desired section
   REF.AS/NZS 1428.4.1.2009

5. Drill

6. Fix with desired anchors.
   Recommend: Ramset 'hit-in' 5x22mm anchors.
   *Concrete, Tile, Brick etc.
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